Abstract. We study straightforward embeddings of propositional normal multimodal logic and propositional intuitionistic logic in simple type theory. The correctness of these embeddings is easily shown. We give examples to demonstrate that these embeddings provide an effective framework for computational investigations of various non-classical logics. We report some experiments using the higher-order automated theorem prover LEO-II.
Introduction
There are two well investigated approaches to automate reasoning in modal logics: the direct approach and the translational approach. The direct approach [9, 10, 18, 28] develops specific calculi and tools for the task; the translational approach [29, 30] transforms modal logic formulas into first-order logic and applies standard first-order tools. Embeddings of modal logics into higher-order logic, however, have not yet been widely studied, although multimodal logic can be regarded as a natural fragment of simple type theory. Gallin [19] appears to mention the idea first. He presents an embedding of modal logic into a 2-sorted type theory. This idea is picked up by Gamut [20] and a related embedding has recently been studied by Hardt and Smolka [22] . Carpenter [16] proposes to use lifted connectives, an idea that also underlies the embeddings presented by Merz [27] , Brown [15] , Harrison [23, Chap. 20] , and Kaminski and Smolka [25] .
In this article we pick up and extend the embedding of multimodal logics in simple type theory as proposed by Brown [15] . The starting point is a characterization of multimodal logic formulas as particular λ-terms in simple type theory. A distinctive characteristic of the encoding is that the definiens of the 2 R operator λ-abstracts over the accessibility relation R. We prove this encoding sound and complete. Moreover, we illustrate that this encoding supports the formulation of meta properties of encoded multimodal logics such as the correspondence between certain axioms and properties of the accessibility relation R. We show that some of these meta properties can even be efficiently automated often use binder notation ∀X α s for (Π (α o) o (λX α s o )). We denote substitution of a term A α for a variable X α in a term B β by [A/X]B. Since we consider α-conversion implicitly, we assume the bound variables of B avoid variable capture. Two common relations on terms are given by β-reduction and η-reduction. A β-redex has the form (λX s)t and β-reduces to [t/X]s. An η-redex has the form (λX sX) where the variable X is not free in s; it η-reduces to s. We write s = β t to mean s can be converted to t by a series of β-reductions and expansions. Similarly, s = βη t means s can be converted to t using both β and η. For each s ∈ ST T there is a unique β-normal form and a unique βη-normal form.
The semantics of ST T is well understood and thoroughly documented in the literature [1, 2, 12, 24] ; our summary below is adapted from Andrews [5] .
A frame is a collection {D α } α∈T of nonempty domains (sets) D α , such that D o = {T, F } (where T represents truth and F represents falsehood). The D α β are collections of functions mapping D α into D β . The members of D ι are called individuals. An interpretation is a tuple {D α } α∈T , I where function I maps each typed constant c α to an appropriate element of D α , which is called the denotation of c α (the logical symbols ¬, ∨ and Π are always given the standard denotations). A variable assignment φ maps variables X α to elements in D α . An interpretation {D α } α∈T , I is a Henkin model (equivalently, a general model ) if and only if there is a binary function V such that V φ s α ∈ D α for each variable assignment φ and term s α ∈ L, and the following conditions are satisfied for all φ and all s, t ∈ L:
Since I¬, I∨, and IΠ always denote the standard truth functions,
Moreover, we have V φ s = V φ t whenever s = βη t; in order to emphasize this correspondence we sometimes write V φ s = βη V φ t.
If an interpretation {D α } α∈T , I is a Henkin model, then the function V φ is uniquely determined. An interpretation {D α } α∈T , I is a standard model if and only if for all α and β, D α β is the set of all functions from D α into D β . Each standard model is also a Henkin model.
We say that formula A ∈ L is valid in a model {D α } α∈T , I if and only if V φ A = T for every variable assignment φ. A model for a set of formulas H is a model in which each formula of H is valid.
A formula A is Henkin-valid (resp., standard-valid) if and only if A is valid in every Henkin (resp., standard) model. Clearly each formula which is Henkinvalid is also standard-valid, but the converse of this statement is false. We write |= ST T A if A is Henkin-valid and we write Γ |= ST T A if A is valid in all Henkin models in which all formulas of Γ are valid.
Propositional Normal Multimodal Logics in Simple Type Theory
Simple type theory is an expressive logic and it is thus no surprise that modal logic can be encoded in several ways in it. Harrison [23] , for instance, presents a 'deep embedding' of modal logics by formalizing standard Kripke semantics and a 'shallow embedding' of the temporal logic LTL. The latter encoding more naturally exploits the expressiveness of higher-order logic. Harrison's shallow embedding is an instance of the encoding due to Brown [15] . Here we adapt and further extend Brown's suggestion and show that this approach is well suited for reasoning within and about modal logics. The idea of the encoding is simple: Choose a base type -we choose ι -to denote the set of all possible worlds. Certain formulas of type ι o then correspond to multimodal logic expressions. The multimodal connectives ¬ , ∨ , and 2 r become λ-terms of types
respectively. Note that ¬ forms the complement of a set of worlds, while ∨ forms the union of two such sets. Our encoding actually only exploits the first-order fragment of simple type theory enhanced with lambda-notation. Some examples below additionally employ quantification over relations.
Definition 1 (Propositional Multimodal Logic MM
ST T ). Let MM be a propositional multimodal logic with atomic primitives p 1 , . . . , p m (m ≥ 1) and box-operators 2 r 1 , . . . , 2 r n (n ≥ 1) for accessibility relations r 1 , . . . , r n . We define the set MM ST T of corresponding propositional multimodal logic propositions in ST T as follows. 
We define the set of MM ST T -propositions as the smallest set of simply typed λ-terms for which the following hold:
-The predicate constants p Note that the encoding of the modal operator 2 r depends explicitly on an accessibility relation r of type ι ι o given as its first argument. Hence, we basically introduce a generic framework for modeling multimodal logics. This idea is where Brown [15] differs from the LTL encoding of Harrison. The latter chooses the interpreted type num of numerals and then uses the predefined relation ≤ over numerals as a fixed accessibility relation in the definitions of 2 and 3 .
By making the dependency of 2 r and 3 r on the accessibility relation R explicit, we can formalize and automatically prove some properties of multimodal logics in simple type theory, as we will illustrate later in Example 4. Example 1. Given a multimodal logic MM with an atomic proposition a and box operators 2 r and 2 s . The MM proposition 1 2 s (2 r a ⊃ 2 r a) is translated into the corresponding MM ST T term 2 s (2 r a ⊃ 2 r a) for constant symbols s ι ι o , r ι ι o and a ι o . By unfolding the abbreviations and by βη-reduction we obtain
Next, we define validity of modal logic expressions A ι o ∈ MM ST T : the formula A is valid iff for all possible worlds W ι we have W ∈ A, that is, iff A W holds.
Definition 2 (Validity).
Validity is modeled as an abbreviation for the following simply typed λ-term:
Note that we could define validity also as valid :
Example 2 (Ex. 1 contd.). The validity statement for the multimodal logic formula 2 s (2 r a ⊃ 2 r a) is transformed into the MM ST T formula (valid (2 s (2 r a ⊃ 2 r a))). By unfolding the abbreviations and by βη-reduction we obtain
It is easy to verify that this is a tautology in ST T .
Soundness and Completeness
In our soundness proof we exploit the following mapping of Kripke frames into Henkin models.
. . , p m be the atomic primitives occuring in modal language MM. Furthermore, let 2 r1 , . . . , 2 rn be the box operators for accessibility relations r 1 , . . . , r n in MM. Note that the p j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) are mapped to predicate constants p 
ST T . Furthermore, let K = W, (R r ) r∈S , |= be a Kripke model for MM and let M K = {D α } α∈T , I be the corresponding Henkin model for K. For all worlds w ∈ W and variable assignments φ we have w |= q in K if and only if
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of q ∈ MM. Let q = p for some atomic primitive p ∈ MM. By construction of
We have w |= ¬s if and only w |= s, which is equivalent by induction to
We have w |= (s ∨ t) if and only if w |= s or w |= t. The latter condition is equivalent by induction to
We have w |= 2 r s if and only if for all u with R r (w, u) we have u |= s. The latter condition is equivalent by induction to this one: for all u with R r (w, u) we have
We exploit this result to prove the soundness of our embedding of propositional multimodal logics into ST T .
Theorem 1 (Soundness of Embedding MM ST T ). Suppose that MM is a multimodal language and MM
ST T its corresponding logic in ST T . Let s ∈ MM be a multimodal logic proposition and let s ι o be the corresponding term in
Proof. The proof is by contraposition. For this, assume |= s, that is, there is a Kripke model K = W, (R r ) r∈S , |= with w |= s for some w ∈ W . By Lemma 1, for arbitrary φ we have
In order to prove completeness, we reverse our mapping from Henkin models to Kripke models. 
Definition 4 (Kripke Model
ST T and accessibility relation constant r ι ι o . r ι ι o corresponds to r resp. R r , that is, for all u we have w R r u if and only if (I r ι ι o )(w, u) = T . K M is a Kripke model, so w |= 2 r s if and only if for all u with R r (w, u) we have u |= s. By induction and the above correspondence, this is equivalent to the following: for all u with (I r ι ι o )(w, u) = T we have V [u/Vι],φ (s ι o V ι ) = T . This is equivalent to the statement for all u we have 
Reasoning in and about Propositional Normal Multimodal Logics
A prominent monomodal logic is logic S4. For modeling S4 in our framework we consider a single 2 r -operator, and therefore one single accessibility relation r. In S4 the accessibility relation r is is required to be reflexive and transitive. These semantic properties of r correspond to the well known axioms 2 r a ⊃ a and 2 r a ⊃ 2 r 2 r a. Any proof problem t ∈ MM for modal logic S4 can thus be translated using our embedding into the following proof problem t in ST T :
Similarly, we can model other normal multimodal and monomodal logics in simple type theory. Hence, we can exploit off-the-shelf automated higher-order theorem provers such as our LEO-II [14] as generic reasoners for reasoning in these logics. For simple problems, the performance results of LEO-II are encouraging [13] . For instance, Example 2 can be proven automatically in less than 0.1 seconds on a standard notebook computer and similar performance results can be achieved with the prover TPS [6, 7] . We can even use higher-order theorem provers to investigate meta-theoretic properties of various modal logics automatically. This issue has been studied in our previous work [13] ; here we give two examples.
Example 3. The equivalence between axioms 2 r a ⊃ a and 2 r a ⊃ 2 r 2 r a and the reflexivity and transitivity properties of the accessibility relation r is encoded as the following proof problem in ST T :
where refl and trans are abbreviations for the terms λR ι→ι→o ∀X ι R X X and λR ι→ι→o ∀X ι ∀Y ι ∀Z ι R X Y ∧R Y Z ⇒ R X Z resp. LEO-II can prove this well known modal logic meta-level problem in less than 0.3 seconds.
As example Example 3 confirms, we can translate a proof problem t ∈ MM for modal logic S4 alternatively into a problem t in ST T of the following form:
Example 4. We can exploit our higher-order framework to study questions such as, Is the axiom 2 r a ⊃ a valid in basic modal logic K for arbitrary accessibility relations r?
This question is encoded as ∀R ∀A valid 2 R A ⊃ A. As expected, LEO-II fails to prove this problem. But we may also formalize the question, Is there a relation r such that for all modal propositions a, axiom 2 r a ⊃ a is valid in K?
This is encoded as ∃R ∀A valid 2 R A ⊃ A. LEO-II can solve this problem in 3.0 seconds. A clever instantiation for relation R is actually needed to solve this problem. (R obviously needs to be reflexive.) This instantiation cannot be synthesized in LEO-II by higher-order pre-unification. In fact, LEO-II needs to guess an appropriate instantiation by applying primitive substitutions (also called set instantiations) [3] and what LEO-II essentially proposes based on primitive substitutions is to consider the universal relation as a candidate relation (a predecessor version of LEO-II suggested the equality relation [13] ).
It is no surprise that LEO-II can also prove in 0.2 seconds the correspondence of the reflexivity axiom and the reflexivity property of the accessibility relation.
Example 4 illustrates that our embedding is generally suited to support the computational exploration of multimodal logics and their properties within a uniform framework. However, non-trivial challenges are raised; for effectively answering questions as illustrated in Example 4 within a higher-order automated theorem prover, further progress is required for handling primitive substitutions and set instantiations. So far, primitive substitutions blindly guess some logical structure for free predicate or set variables in a clause that cannot be synthesized otherwise, and they introduce new free variables in order to delay some further decisions. The instantiation of the new and the remaining free variables is ideally supported by higher-order pre-unification. Generally, however, the primitive substitution process has to be iterated which leads to very challenging search space for clause sets containing many free variables.
Propositional Intuitionistic Logic in Simple Type Theory
In this section we combine Gödels interpretation of propositional intuitionistic logic in propositional modal logic S4 [21] with our results from the previous section in order to provide a sound and complete embedding of propositional intuitionistic logic into simple type theory. Gödel studies the propositional intuitionistic logic IPL defined by
He introduces a mapping from IPL into propositional modal logic S4 which maps¬ s to ¬ 2 r s, s⊃ t to 2 r s ⊃ 2 r t, s∨ t to 2 r s ∨ 2 r t, and s∧ t to s ∧ t. (Alternative mappings have been proposed and studied in the literature which we could employ here equally as well.) By simply combining Gödel's mapping with our mapping from before we obtain the following embedding of IPL in simple type theory. 
3. We define the set of IPL ST T -propositions as the smallest set of simply typed λ-terms for which the following hold:
-The predicate constants p The notion of validity we adopt is the same as given before in Definition 2. However, since Gödel connects IPL with modal logic S4, we transform each proof problem t ∈ IPL into a corresponding proof problem t in ST T of the following form t := (∀A ι o valid 2 r A ⊃ A) ∧ (∀A ι o valid 2 r A ⊃ 2 r 2 r A) ⊃ valid t ι o where t ι o is the IPL ST T term for t according to Definition 5. Alternatively we may translate t into t : t := (refl r) ∧ (trans r) ⊃ valid t ι o Combining soundness [21] and completeness [26] of Gödel's embedding with our soundness and completeness theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1 (Soundness and Completeness of Embedding IPL ST T ). Let t ∈ IPL and let t ∈ ST T as constructed above. t is valid in propositional intuitionistic logic if and only if t is valid in ST T .
Conclusion
In this paper we have explored an interesting and promising research direction: the embedding of propositional normal multimodal logic and propositional intuitionistic logic in simple type theory. We argue that simple type theory can thus provide a fruitful, uniform basis for modeling and exploring different nonclassical logics. Our results provide a theoretical foundation for reasoning not only within but also about these logics in simple type theory by employing off-theshelf higher-order proof assistants and higher-order automated theorem provers. Preliminary experiments with our approach have been promising [13] . A small corpus of related example problems has meanwhile been entered into the new TPTP library for automated higher-order theorem proving [32] in order to stimulate further experiments with our approach and to foster the improvement of existing higher-order automated theorem provers for the task.
Future work includes the study of further embeddings of non-classical logics into simple type theory. For example, access control logics, which are important in the field of computer security, can be embedded analogously [11] . Ongoing and future work also includes extending our embeddings to first-order and higherorder multimodal logics (or intuitionistic logics).
